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ABSTRACT

A pc~riodically integrated autoregressive process for a time serics which is

observed s times per year is a process for which there exist s-1 cointegration

relations between the annual series containing the s seasonal observations.

This means that there is a single unit root in the vector autoregression for

these annual series. In this paper it is shown that temporally aggregating

such a process does not effect the presence of this unit root, i.e. the

aggregated series is also periodica.lly integrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

"I'etnlxiral aggregation in flow-type univariate time scries processes is studicd,

e.g., in Amemiya and Wu (1972) and Weiss (1986) with respect to the order of

the ARMA process for the aggregated time series. Recently, the focus is also

on the effects of temporal aggregation on unit roots. F'or example, Ilylleberg

et al. (1992) investigate to what extent seasonal unit roots in monthly series

are preserved in quarterly time series. In this paper we consider the effects

of aggregating a periodic autoregression which contains a single unit root.

Such a process is called a periodica.lly integrated process.

Section 2 of the present paper is dedicated to a brief review of several

concepts for periodically integrated autoregressions. Section 3 presents the

tnain results.

1. PERIODtC INTEGRATION

Consider a time series yt which is observed s times a year during N years. The

index t runs from 1 to n- sN. Assume that yt ca.n be described by a periodic

autorcgressive process of order p, [PAR(p)],

Yt -~e f~leYt-1 f... t ~paYt-p t~t (1)

where ~t denotes a standard white noise process with variance az. The index s

indícates that the parameters are assumed to be time-varying, cf. Joncs a.nd

Brelsford (1967) and Troutman (1979). Note that the mean of yt may be b, i.e.

nonperiodic, since (1) can originate from an PAR(p) process for yt-b. The AR

order p corresponds to the maximum order, i.e. p- max(p,), where p, is the AR

order per season.

The process in (1) can be rewrittcn in vector notation by stacking the
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obsr.rval ionti yc in t.hc (sxl ) vec~Lor of awiual observat.ions pc,r sc~.4tion, to b~~

denotecl as YT with 7~ - 1,..,N, and representing (1) by

Ao

1T

Y2T

~~ 3T

LY aT~

-l~fAi f A2

I T-4'I
YZT-yl

Y3T-2 t ... tAj

1T-j

YzT-j

Y3T-j

YsT-j

t wT (2)

where Ee and wT are partitioned conformably with YT -(YiT,YZT,...,Y,T)'. The

wT is a vector white noise process with covariance matrix o21,. The matrices

A~,..,Aj a.re (sxs) parameter matrices, see also Osborn (1991).

Tliis vector process of order f is stationary if the roots of the

characteristic equation

~.A~-A~z-...-Ajzjl -~ (3)

are outside the unit circle. In that case we say that the univariate series yt

is periodically stationary. If one z; is equal to one, and for the remaining

zj it applies that ~z~~~l, there are s-1 cointegrating relationships between

the s elements of YT, see Engle and Cranger (1937 ) and Johansen (1991). The

process yt is then said to be periodica.lly integrated. Boswijk and

Franses (1992) and Franses (1991) propose tests for periodic integration. If

there a.m s-1 cointegration rela.tions between s variables, the YiT series arc

intcgrated of order 1, !(1), for i- 1,..,s, and the s-1 variables

Y!T - ó~Y~-~T are integrated of order 0, I(0), for some b~ ~ 0, and

Í - 2,..,s.

An illntitrative example of tlie expressions in (1) through (3) is given b,y

thc periodic first order autoregressive model for a quarterly observed series

yi with zero mean, or
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Yr - meyr-i f Er, ( 4)

where ~, is unequal to zero, with ~, ~~ for all s, and where some of the ~,

can be larger than 1. Stacking the yi into the vector YT -(YtT,Y2T,YsT,Y4T)'

ensures that (4) can be written as

.4oYT - AiYT-t f ET,

with

1 0 Q 0 0 0 0~r
-~2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ao - 0-~a 1 0 A1 - 0 0 0 0'
0 0-~4 1 0 0 0 0

(5)

"1'he chara.cl.cristic cquation for ( 5) rc~ads

~~0 - A~z~ - (1 - (W1~2W3~4)Z) - o. (Ó)

The process YT is periodically stationary if I~1~2~3~4I ~ 1, and periodically

integrated if ~r~2~3~4 - 1. To investigate the presence of cointegration
relations between the Y,T in (5), it is convenient to rewrite this process

into

a~YT - IIYT-~ } WT, (7)

where WT - AóleT. From Johansen (1991) it follows that the rank of II

determines the number of cointegrating relationships. In this case

-1 0 0 ~1
~ - 0 -1 0 ~i~2

0 0 -1 ~l~Zm,
0 o O ~1~2~3~9-1

Under the restriction ~1~2~3~4 - 1 , this matrix has rank 3.

(8)
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2. TEMPORAL AGGREGATION

Consider the tempora.l aggregation of an yc series, which is observed s times

per year aud which can be describecí by a PAR process as in (l), to a series

yac, that is s~ times observed, with ks~ - s and k usually is 6,4,3 or 2. In

general, the yat series can be described by a periodic ARMA process [PARMA],

see also Weiss (1984 ) for nonperiodic processes.

For example, consider the aggregation of the quarterly series yc, which

is generated from ( 4) into a bi-annual series zr, where r runs from 1 through

n~2. "fh~ obsc~rvations zr are genacated as z~ - yi t yZ, z2 - ya t y4, and so

on. Subsl,ituting t.hc~ a.pprupriatc~ c~xpros.tiions fur Yi, i- I,..,rc, ouc~ c~a~ily

obtains that zr follows a periodic ARMA process of order (1,1),

Zr - aszr-1 } 2~r f h'avr-1

with

(9)

ai - ((~zfl)~i~a)I(~afl) (10)

az - ((~afl)~z~a)~(~zfl), (11)

where tlie vr f Q,vr-i is a moving average process of order 1 with parameter ~3,

which also varies with the season. Note that this assumes that ~2 and ~4 are

not eqnal to -1. If this is the case, zr becomes a white noise process. From

(10) and (11) it is clear that cxl - a2 only when a specific nonlinear

parameter restriction holds. This suggests that temporal aggregation of a PAR

generica.lly yields a PARMA process.

Aggregating the yc series in (4) to an annually observed time series xT

yields

xT - ~lY'2`l'3Y'4xT-1 f YT - evT-1 (12)
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which is a. nonperiodic ARMA(1,1) process.

PROPOSITION: Let {YT} be an ( sxl) cointegrated process with cointegrating rank

s-1 and sx(s-1) matrix of cointegrating vectors ~. Defined ~l ~ 0 to be an

s-vector that spans the null space of ~, i.e. ~'~1 - 0. Let A be an arbitrary

(sxs`) matrix, s~ ~ s, and let {XT-A'YT} be an s~-vector process. Then XT is a

stationary process iff M(A) c M(B), where M(.) denotes the column space,

orequivalently iff A'Ql - 0; Otherwise, {XT} is a cointegrated process with

cointegrating rank s~`-1.

PROOF: Johansen's version of the Cranger representation theorem (Theorem. 4.1)

states that

YT - Qi(al~~pl)-~at~ST -i- U7. (13)

where cxl and ~Y are as defined in Johansen ( 1991), where ST is an s-vector

random walk, and where UT is an (sxl) stationary process. I3ecause ~l and al

are ( sxl ) vectors, there is one common trend in the system: ocl'ST is a scalar

random walk. The same single common trend appears in the system

~T - A~QlÍat~~Ql)-~at~sT t A'U7. (14)

uuless A'~31 - 0, so that the linear catnbination A'!'T annihilates the cornmon

trend and thus is stationary. Finally, Johansen's Theorem 4.1 implies that an

s`-vector process with a single common trend is cointegrated with

cointegrating rank s`-1. O

For the periodic AR process yi in (1) with a single unit root in the

multivariate system (2), it applies that ~' is the (s-1)xs matrix

fi



-dZ 1 0 . . . 0
0 -d~ 1 0
0 0 -64 1 . . 0
: : 0 ' :

0 0 0 -d, 1

that ~l is given by

Al' - ~1, óz, ózós, , ózós..6,-i, bz6a..6,]

For temporal aggregation of the process

proposition is given by the (s`xs) matrix

1..1 0 0 . . . 0
A, - 0 0 1..1 0 0. 0

0 0 1..1

YT in

(15)

(16)

(2), the matrix A' in the

(17)

where the (1..1) parts are (lxk) vectors. The event that all s' elements of

A'Jil are equal to zero, where A and ~l are given by (16) and ( 17), has

measure zero. Hence, if a periodically integrated proces.s for an s times

observed yi series, i.e. a process with s-1 cointegration relations, is

aggregated to an s` Limes observed series ya~, this ya~ series generically has

s`-1 cointegrating relations between its annually observed components.

An additional intuitive argument is that the only way to get rid of the

unit root z - 1 is to use some differencing filter. Tempora.l aggregation of yc

does nol, iuvulvc~ snch a filLer, aud honcc Lhe imit. rool. iti nc,t. rc,nicwc,d.

For the periodically integrated AR(1) process in (4) the cointegration

vectors are (-~Z,1,0,0)', (0,-~~,1,0)' and (0,0,-~4,1)', and the ( 4x1) vector

~l is (~i,~i~2,~i~2~3,1). Temporal aggregation to the zT in (9) implies that

A, 1100
- 0 0 1 1

(18)
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and hPnce zr is periodically integrated unles.s A'~l - 0, or ~2 -~a --1, see

below ( 10) and (11). The process in (9) can be represented in vector notation

as BoZT - BrZT.r t~~T, with t(~r is an moving average type error process. The

characteristic equation is ~ Bo - Blz ~ -(1 -(~t~~3~~ )z) - 0, which is the

same as that in (6). An expression for the cointegration vector can be found

from

-1 ((~sfl)~r~4)~(~4f1)
BórBr - ! -

0 ~1~2~3~4-1
(19)

The rank of the matrix in (15) is at least one, and the cointegration relation

between ZrT and ZZT is easily found.

To obtain thP annnal series XT in (12), one uses A' -[1,1,1,1]. IlPnce,

the .1-r, is an integratc~d sPrics provided that ~r f~r~2 f~i~2~1 ~-I.

In summary, in this paper it is shown that temporally aggregating a

univariate periodically integrated autoregressive time series [PIAR], i.e. a

piOCPSF of the multivariate representatíon contains a singlP unit root, yields

a PIAR al;aiu.
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